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ABSTRACT
The self-focusing effect appearing in different phases of development
of laser produced breakdown plasma in air is investigated. Self-focusing
during the ionization process is demonstrated. Thermal self-focusing was
observed in the later stage of the plasma development at moderate light in
tensities. Plasma development was investigated by forward and side scattering
of the laser light in the plasma. A crossed beam experiment gave evidence
of the thermal mechanism of self-focusing.

АННОТАЦИЯ
Изучается самофокусировка в разных фазах времени жиэьи лазерного пробоя
в воздухе. Самофокусировка наблюдается уже в ходе процесса ионизации. В более
поздней фазе развития плазмы наблюдается термическая самофокусировка даже при
сравнительно малой интеисизности света. Развитие плазмы изучается с помощью
рассеяния лазерного излучения вперед и в стороны. Результаты эксперимента с
пересекающимися пучками показывают, что причиной самофокусировки являеься не
равномерный нагрев плазмы лазером.

KIVONAT
A levegőben létrehozott lézer plazma időbeli fejlődése során az önfókuszálás több Ízben is megfigyelhető. Onfókuszálás lép fel már az ionizációs
folyamat alatt is. A plazma fejlődésének későbbi időszakában termikus önfókuszálás volt megfigyelhető már viszonylag kis fényintenzitás alkalmazásakor is.
A plazma időbeli változását a lézerfény előre és oldalra történő szórásával
vizsgáltuk. A keresztező nyalábokkal végzett kísérlet bebizonyította, hogy
az önfókuezáláBt a nem egyenletes fűtés mechanizmusa okozza.

INTRODUCTION
Self-focusing can be observed under different physical con
ditions in solids, liquids and gases if high intensity electro
magnetic radiation propagates in the media. The material proper
ties - including those that determine the propagation of the wave,
i.e. the index of refraction - change under the influence of the
radiation thereby causing the self-action of the wave on itself,
the self-focusing or defocusing effect. The physical situation is
usually complex because not only the index of refraction is chang
ed but characteristics of the material such as local pressure,
temperature and density, too. Other nonlinear effects such as in
duced scattering and parametric processes are strongly influenced
by the simultaneously appearing self-focusing effect. Thus the
effect has a general character.
Self-focusing has become important in laser thermonuclear
research, where the plasma created by the laser beam on the sur
face of a ball-shaped pellet compresses the material thereby pro
ducing the thermonuclear condition. The self-focusing or the filamentation effect may appear due to non'iniformities in the illu
mination causing leakage consequently the compression is smaller
and the thermonuclear burn is less effective il,2j.
When radiation is focused in gas, the well-known interaction
between the high intensity pulsed I -»ser beam and the material
takes place resulting in a phase
oisition around the focal point,
i.e. the breakdown of the gas, the appearance of the laser spark.
The material properties, among them the index of refraction, con
tinually change during the formation and the blowing off of the
plasma leading to transient self-focusing in different phases of
the process.
We review here the investigations on the self-focusing
effect appearing in different phases of development of the laser
«park and discuss the results of our recent investigations.

<
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EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The block scheme of a typical experimental set-up is very
simple /Fig.l/. The laser is usually pulsed solid state or TEA
laser. The interaction of the gas and radiation is 1ighly complex
in the case of multimode operation so it is advantageous to use
a single mode single frequency /bandwidth limited/ laser. We shall
deal only with these cases henceforward and the earlier results
on self'focusing in laser spark 13,4], where the observations
were performed by using the annular beam of a TEA CO- laser, will
not be considered. Similarly, we omit all investigations where
other than nanosecond pulse duration was used because the physi
cal phenomena are likely to differ to a very great extent because
of the different experimental conditions.
The focusing lens is usually corrected for spherical aberra
tion and is antireflection-coated to reduce stray backseattered
light. The focused beam quality is tested by measuring the inten
sity distribution around the focus using the attenuated beam of
the laser.
The plasma is formed in the gas chamber filled by different
gases of pressure ranging from some hundredths of a torr to tens
of atmospheres, in some measurements - including ours - no chamber
is used and atmospheric air is used as the target. Special care
needs to be taken to get rid of dust particles.
The measuring apparatuses MAI-МАЗ measure the different
properties of the plasma. MAI can be a monochromator with film,
photomultiplier or streak camera as a detector. When using a
photomultiplier, not only the spectrum but also the pulse shape
of the backscattered radiation can be measured using a storage
oscilloscope.
The measuring apparatus MA2 can be a simple camera photo-,
graphing the time averaged light of the plasma, or the 90° scatter
ed light on the plasma. Sometimes MA2 is a streak camera whose
slit, is parallel to the direction of the propagation of the focus
ed light. Thus the time development of the plasma can be measured
in one shot. Plasma development is studied more simply by using
a slit movable in the beam direction shot by shot together with
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a photomultiplier. This last method also gives the pul: e shape
of the scattered light at different points x /see Fig. 1/. If
the filter in front of the detector is changed» the time develop«ment of the plasma's own light or the 90° scattered light is
measured.
In refined investigations MA2 is an interferometer, Schlieren
system or holographic interferometer giving the time history of
the charge density distribution.
The measuring apparatus NA3 can simply be a camera photo
graphing the distribution of the light transmitted by the plasma,
generally screening the original beam by an opaque disk. In other
cases MA3 is a photodiode or photomultiplier with different size
of aperture and different filter giving the transmitted pulse
shape or the shape of the light pulse emitted by the plasma. Using
a second lens in telescopic configuration with the first one and
a detector with a movable aperture in the second focal plane of
the second lens, the pulse shape and the angular distribution of
the scattered light are measured. Transposing the neutral filter
from the position before the measuring apparatus MA3 to the posi
tion before the focusing lens, the difference in the pulse shape
caused by the plasma can be displayed on the screen of the storage
oscilloscope.
If the measuring apparatuses
temporal behaviour is obtained.

are synchronized the complete

EARLY STAGE OF PLASMA DEVELOPMENT
At small light intensity, i.e. at the beginning of the laser
pulse, the gas is transparent, the radiation propagates without
attenuation. Later, at higher intensities the laser pulse creates
free electrons by multiphoton ionization of the atoms and mole
cules of the gas in the focal volume. These seeding electrons are
accelerated by the high intensity beam in the inverse bremsstrahlung process. The energetic electrons excite and ionize further
atoms in the fast cascade process of ionization. /However, the
multiphcton process may play a dominant role in creating plasma
when using short, picosecond laser pulses./
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The excited atoms have much higher polarizability than the
neutral ones [5], thus the growing number of excited atoms may
cause a nonlinear change of the refractive index leading to the
appearance of the self-focusing effect in the early stage of
plasma development. The high light intensity in the self-focused
filament ionizes the gas more effectively, consequently a high
density plasma filament is formed. This narrow plasma filament
scatters the incoming light at a wide angle. Furthermore when
this fully ionized plasma appears at the focal point, the trans
mitted pulse shows a sharp decrease in intensity due to the
absorption and scattering in the plasma [6]. He shall call the
time of the absorption the time of the breakdown /see Fig. 2/.
Figure 3a shows the pulse shape of the transmitted pulse
which is measured by a fast photodiode with diaphragm and filter
in the second focal plane of the second lens of the telescopic
system in place of the measuring apparatus MA3 of Fig. 1. The
focal length of the focusing lens was 32 mm. The measurement
was made at the edge of the original light beam, i.e. the distance
of the aperture is 7 mm from the axis of the optical system.
Curve ГГ) is the laser pulse measured without spark using the
method of the transposed filter; curve Г2) is the transmitted
pulse, ( 3-4 ) are monitor pulses after electronic delay. The trans
mitted pulse is smaller than the laser pulse before the time of
the breakdown showing the self-focusing effect before the plasma
formation. Namely the light intensity is increased, at the same
time, near the optical axis because of this self-focusing effect,
as can be seen in Fig. 3b /curve Г5) before time t /. The curves of
Fig. 3b are measured closer to the optical axis, i.e. with the
diaphragm at 1.7 mm from the optical axis. The plasma is formed
at time t , when the sharp decrease of the transmitted pulse can
be seen. At the same time a sharp spike appears on the pulse at
larger scattering angle, i.e. when the diaphragm is 7 mm from the
optical axis /see Fig. 3b curve \b) at time t,=t /.
'Phis sharp scattered peak outside the original light cone
was observed first by Korobkin and Alcock [7] and Alcock et al.
[8]. The consequence of this scattering is that on collecting
the radiation emerging at angles up to 30°, 80% of the incident
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pulse was found to reach the photodiode, and thus the true absorp
tion is, in fact, quite small.
Side scattering of the laser light on the plasma revealed
that the scattered light originated in regions running parallel
to the beam and had a diameter that was no more than the 5 um
resolution of the optical system, whereas the diameter of the
focal spot was varied between 15 and 80 pm. It was found also
that, in general, molecular gases were characterized by almost
continuous filaments, whereas in the noble gases a number of
widely separated scattering points were observed. This scattering
is known to be due to reflection on the fronts of the plasma (9,10].
The large proportion of incident light scattered in the for
ward direction on the thin plasma filament cannot be explained
otherwise than by the appearance of self-focusing during the
ionization process. This is also confirmed by the laser pulse
distortion before the breakdown of the gas /see Fig. 3/.
Subnanosecond interferograms of the spark also show the
formation of the filament and how it develops. As it moves oppo
site to the laser beam, additional, high density blobs of plasma
are generated at intervals of 200-400 urn, and following their
formation, the filament between them gradually decays. The width
of the filament was no more than 13 ym [11 J.
It is to be emphasized that the plasma filament is probably
the result of the self-focusing before the plasma formation,
during the ionization process. The plasma itself causes the appear
ance of the scattered pulse /see Fig. 3a/.

LATER STAGE OF PLASMA DEVELOPMENT
Once plasma appears at the focal point, it begins to propa
gate toward the focusing lens, and also in the direction of the
beam. As the backward propagating shock front screens the for
ward going one, later only the backward going front can be observed.
Alcock et al. [8] investigated the development of the pearl-necklace-like plasma, measuring 90° scattered light on the plas
ma boundary, and also the plasma's own light using a streak
camera and interferometer as the measuring apparatus MA2 of Flg.l,
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Using a moving slit and photomultiplier we also investigat
ed plasma propagation, displaying the result on a storage oscillo
scope. We were able to measure the shape of the 90 scattered
pulse on plasma density gradients, the time of the appearance
and the amplitude of this pulse depending on the position of
observation along the line of propagation of the light, i.e.
along the line of propagation of the plasma. The scattered pulse
was a narrow 5 ns one in each position compared with the 40 ns
laser pulse.
The result of the measurement is given in Fig. 4. Curve Qy
is the appearance time versus the observing position curve of
the reflected light on the forward propagating plasma front.
This forward going front can be followed only for a short dis
tance because of the limited intensity of the scattered light.
The intensity of the scattered light is given by curve (bV The
cause of this faintness of light scattering is the smaller
density of the front compared with the density of the main body
of the plasma and the light screening effect caused by the front
propagating opposite to the propagation of the light, which is
from the left to the right in Fig. 4. The time versus position
curve of the backward going front is given by curve (a\. The solid
curve is the theoretical fit using the theory of laser supported
detonation wave [12,13]. Because of the good fit we can calculate
the internal energy of the plasma behind the front and can thus
obtain the plasma temperature [14]. A typical velocity was
5.5'10 cms" and the temperature T-1.5*10 K.
6
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The absorption from the laser beam at the moment of break
down was shown in Fig. 2. During the above described process of
plasma development the energy of the incoming light beam is
absorbed and scattered. The time of breakdown is indicated by the
upright line /A/ at the right side of Fig. 4. However, not only
absorption c m be observed with the apertures of MA3 oh the op
tica.!, axis. After a while /20 ns/ the transmitted pulse starts
to increase and it forms a narrow spike whose amplitude is about
tí-.п times higher than the original pulse at the same time /Fig.5/.
This type of transmitted pulse can be observed only on the optical
.ixis. For comparison, the pulse of the laser without spark is
,I1M) displayed on the same screen. If the opening of the measur-
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ing apparatus is far from the optical axis, only the absorp
tion can be registered» which is well-known from the measurements
without diaphragm [6].
The above mentioned narrow spike is explainable in two
different ways.
It was explained recently by the defocusing effect of the
plasma [15]. The main body of the plasma is in front of the focus
of the focusing lens therefore the plasma, as a negative lens,
forms a Galilean telescopic system with the focusing lens. The
result is a narrow cone light beam with higher divergence angle
than the incoming beam.
The
cond explanation is the self-focusing effect taking
place in the plasma [16,17]. Two mechanisms can cause the
appearance of self-focusing in the plasma. The first of them is
that the plasma is heated nonuniformly by the laser beam because
of the nonuniform /Gaussian/ intensity distribution. The hotter
electrons at the optical axis diffuse out, and rarification of
the plasma is the result. A tube is dug into the plasma, and the
wall of this tube corresponds to a smaller index of refraction
than the index of refraction on the axis of the tube. The incom
ing radiation is trapped in the tube and a narrow light cone is
formed at the exit of the tube. The second mechanism, leading to
tube formation and consequently to self-focusing in the plasma,
may be the acceleration of charges by the ponderomotive force
taking place also because of the Gaussian distribution of the
light intensity.
Of the two explanations for the appearance of the spike the
•elf-focusing seems to be the most probable. Namely the spike
appears when the plasma front is wholly developed and slowed
down. This can be seen in Fig. 4, where the time of the appearance
of the spike is indicated by the upright line /R/. According to
ref.[15] the spike should appear earlier, when the main body of
the plasma is developed. Saturation of the focused amplitude at
increasing intensities, and the result that the position of the
plasma front at the time of the spike is different at different
Intensities also confirm the self-focusing hypothesis.
To obtain a convincing argument about the crigin of the
spike on the transmitted pulse we performed a crossed beam
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experiment /Fig. 6/. The incoming light is split into two beam:;
by the beam splitter /BS/. The intensity of the first beam c w
be changed by the attenuator and it does not create plasma; tii.second beam is intensive enough to create target plasma for t.hr
first beam. Ы - 2 , Ml-2, PD, OSC are lenses, mirrors, photodiod^
and storage oscilloscope, respectively. The position of the tar
get plasma on the first beam can be changed by shifting L2 and M'.
The results of the experiment are:
1. The first beam is attenuated by the target plasma at low
light intensities /up to 50 kW/.
2. At elevated intensities self-focusing of the first beam
can be observed at definite positions of the target plasma,
nearly symmetrically to the focus of the first beam /Fig. 7/.
In this figure the calculated beam radius of the first beam is
plotted depending on the coordinate along the beam propagation
disregarding the spherical aberration. The observed transmitted
pulse of the first beam is given for the target plasma »wsitions
as indicated in the figure.
Those observations indicate:
/a/ The spike appears at a definite threshold intensity.
This is characteristic of self-focusing.
/b/ The spike can be observed equally using a converging
or diverging beam. The latter excludes negative lensing.
/c/ The self-focused spike can be observed at almost
symmetric plasma positions to the focus of the first beam. This
fact refers to the thermal self-focusing effect, where the
threshold depends on the radius of the beam:

pth ,, I
*ЗГ

2

Г

CONCLUSIONS
Summarizing the results, the distortion of the laser beam
before the breakdown is direct evidence of self-focusing during
the ionization process - supposed earlier according to indirect
evidence. Thermal »elf-focusing was observed during the second
stage of the plasma development in atmopheric air at moderate
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light intensities. The observed self-focusing can be disturbing
in some thermonuclear and nonlinear optical investigations but
it can be used to form short high Intensity pulses. Further in
vestigations are necessary to assess the practical applications
of the effect.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
1.

General scheme of experiments on laser gas breakdown.
BS - beam splitter, L - focusing lens, МЛ1, МЛЛ and МЛ) measuring apparatuses.

2.

Shape- of laser pulse transmitted by the plasma Í2) com
pared with pulse fl), when no plasma appears. Q3J and

{4j

are monitor pulses.
3.

a/ Pulses fl), (2\,

Гз) and M ) are, respectively, the

pulse distorted by the self-focusing taking place be
fore the discharge, and the monitor pulses; y=7 mm.
b/ Pulses Q ) / (S), (з) and M J are, respectively, the
reference pulse, the pulse distorted by the self-focusing taking place before the discharge, and the mo
nitor pulses; y-=1.7 mm.
Focal length of focusing optics = 33 mm.
4.

Side-scattered intensity /curve П у / and time of the peak
of the side scattered pulses /curves Га) and ("cj/ vs dis
tance on the optical axis. The propagation towards the
focusing lens /curve (a)/ is fitted by the'detonation
wave model and is represented by the solid line. Curve Гс\
shows the propagation in the direction of the beam. The
dotted line is for guidance only. Focal length of
lens=50 mm.

5.

Focused pulse on the optical axis Г?) compared with threference pulse (T). (V) and [4j

are monitor ри1я»к.
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6.

Crossed bean experiment. BS - bean splitter,
A - attenuator, И1 and M2 - mirrors, LI and L2 - lenses,
PD - photodiode, OSC - oscilloscope.

7.

Oscilloscope traces show self-focusing when the target
plasma is at definite positions mearly symmetrical to the
focus. The solid curve is the calculated beam radius vs.
coordinate. The laser intensity is 400 ktf.
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